
Bictory Domains

“We are builders specializing in Blockchain Domains and 
Exclusive NFT marketplace across Blockchains. We aim to 
create interoperable Blockchain Domains with enhanced use 
cases.” 

https://www.bictory.domains/

We are revamping those complex wallet addresses 
into .human-readable wallet domains

We map Blockchain by renaming long numeric and alphabetic 
wallet addresses with human-readable words and numbers 
across L1 and L2 chains. Our interoperable approach means 
that our products can be used across multiple chains, 
allowing users to seamlessly move assets between different 
networks. This level of flexibility currently needs to be 
improved in many existing Web3 solutions.



Bictory NFT Marketplace https://bictory.io/

We're Uniting creators, collectors, and sports for the future - exclusively!

Bictory NFT Marketplace is an exclusive Digital/Physical NFTs platform 
that brings together artists, athletes, celebrities, brands, blockchain 
domains,  and NFT collectors. With a white-label solution tailored for the 
new era of collectors, BictoryNFT offers a unique opportunity to explore 
the realms of sports,  esports, fashion, and beyond.

Built on the Solana blockchain, the marketplace ensures lightning-fast 
transactions and minimal fees, making NFTs more accessible. This 
scalable platform presents your business or brand with lucrative 
opportunities to engage in revenue-producing activities.



Bictory 10K PFP NFTs

Bictory 10K NFTs are unique, Hand Drawn and 

randomly generated artworks from a mix of 

~200 different traits. These delightful 

creatures Will be minted on the Solana 

Blockchain and and sold on Bictory NFT 

Marketplace. All Terrestria NFTs are dope, but 

some are rarer than others. Go figure! We are 

community-focused with exclusive holder 

benefits

Exclusive Discounts in Bictory Merchandise Store

Early Access to Bictory Events and Academy

Early Access to Bictory Products

Shared commercial rights to your NFT

Priority waitlist on NFT Marketplace launchpad projects and SolNames”



Utility of $BT
Multiple live products & platforms will be powered by the $BT token to enhance the 

ecosystem’s user-centeredness and inclusiveness

Specification of BT Token

Token Data:

Token Ticker: BT Token

Total supply: 100, 000, 000 (One Hundred Million)

Platform: Solana

Token type: SPL (Solana Standard).

Explorer: Solana.explorer



BT Distribution

Bictory Links

(17 Million tokens)Private Sale: 17%

2% (2 Million tokens)Public Sale:

Seed Sale: 2% (2 Million tokens)

(28 Million tokens)28%Platform Growth:

(15 Million tokens)15%Founding Team: 

(5 Million tokens)5%Strategic Partners: 

(2 Million tokens)2%Advisors: 

(4 Million tokens)4%Bictory Foundation

(25 Million tokens)25%Community Reward: 

100, 000, 000
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Bictory NFT Marketplace http://bictory.io/ 

Bictory Domains https://www.bictory.domains/

Bictory Company Website https://bictory.foundation/

Linktree https://linktr.ee/BictoryFinance

Bictory Official Telegram https://t.me/BictoryFinance

Bictory Telegram News https://t.me/bictoryNews

Bictory Official Twitter https://twitter.com/Bictory_finance

Discord https://discord.gg/hadqmE9c

Bictory Official Medium https://bictory-finance.medium.com/

For Marketing Marketing@bictory.io

For Business Business@bictory.io


